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ABSTRACT

significantly impacts overall experiences. In one of the first attempts
to formalize the conversation between a recommendation system
and its user, Carenini et al. provide a list of techniques that a recommendation system can use to query information or user feedback
and describe the effect of these techniques on the system’s accuracy
and user’s effort [4]. As people grow increasingly familiar with
conversational agents, the scope of these conversational techniques
has been extended, and the interactions between conversational
recommendation agents and their users have consequently become
more complex [1, 15].
Beyond the actual recommendation itself, several factors influence the user’s perception of the system and overall experience.
When presenting recommendations, both the modality (e.g., text vs.
image) and the organization (single item vs. list of items) play a role
[19]. Additionally, minimizing latencies within the system improves
users’ perceived quality of the recommendation [34]. The faster a
recommendation is delivered, the more relevant it is perceived.
Another influential factor is the explanation the system gives
to support its recommendations [32]. By revealing the reasoning
behind a specific recommendation, a system can increase users’
trust in the system; convince users to try or buy an item; or help
users reach decisions faster. All of these aims can be interrelated,
e.g., an explanation that increases transparency by clarifying how a
recommendation was chosen could also increase users’ trust in the
system. Recent work attempts to classify the types of explanations
found in a recommendation context, emphasizing the growing
need to endow recommendation systems with the right explanation
model [21, 22, 37].
In this paper, we present a conversational recommendation system that draws from the various explanations humans use with one
another, and we describe the human-centered design we relied on
to build such a system. First, we explored, annotated, and analyzed
an existing corpus of interactions between two people discussing
movies via phone. We specifically focused on the explanations and
descriptions people gave as they depicted movies to their interlocutors. Next, we built a conversational agent that explains movie
recommendations through the different social strategies we identified during our analyses. Finally, we evaluated our conversational
agent through an experiment with real users. The main contributions of this work are thus (1) a model of social explanations, driven
by our analyses of human-human interactions, for a conversational
recommendation system, and (2) a subjective evaluation investigating the influence of our model on the perceived quality of both a
conversational recommendation agent and the overall interaction.

A critical aspect of any recommendation process is explaining the
reasoning behind each recommendation. These explanations can
not only improve users’ experiences, but also change their perception of the recommendation quality. This work describes our
human-centered design for our conversational movie recommendation agent, which explains its decisions as humans would. After
exploring and analyzing a corpus of dyadic interactions, we developed a computational model of explanations. We then incorporated
this model in the architecture of a conversational agent and evaluated the resulting system via a user experiment. Our results show
that social explanations can improve the perceived quality of both
the system and the interaction, regardless of the intrinsic quality
of the recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION

People constantly seek recommendations when engaging in dayto-day activities, from eating at a restaurant to planning a vacation itinerary. Over the last decades, large effort has been put into
optimizing different algorithms to deliver the most accurate–or
relevant–recommendations [24, 36]. Researchers are also investigating how users interact with recommendation systems, as this
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RELATED WORK

In this paper, we aim to build a conversational recommendation
system that recommends movies by expressing its "own" opinions
and experience through social explanations. We thus focus on the
following research questions:

Many existing recommendation systems already generate explanations, and several attempts have been made to classify these
explanations [21, 22, 37]. In item-based explanations, the system
relies on the previous recommendation’s outcome to justify the
current recommendation: "I have recommended X because you previously liked/bought Y." Feature-based explanations use preferences
that were specified by the user during the preference-elicitation
process: "Your interest in Z suggests that you would like X." These
two different types can be combined: an example of item and feature based explanations can be found in [25], where the system
displays the features of previously liked movies to justify the current recommendation. In the domain of movie recommendations,
a system can justify its decision by emphasizing a plot similarity
[25] or an overlapping cast [30]. An evaluation comparing featurebased explanations, item-based explanations, and a combination
of both shows that the hybrid explanation type was significantly
more appreciated by users [30].
Both item-based and feature-based explanations are machinecentered and thus essentially reveal the system’s decision-making
process. Although they have a great impact on transparency, these
explanations are tightly coupled with the types of features that
the recommendation engine is relying on and may lack the persuasiveness and richness that humans often express when they
recommend a specific item. Another important question regarding
feature-based explanations is whether they should be personalized
to match users’ preferences. Research indicates that while personalization generally increases satisfaction, it can be detrimental to
effective decision-making [33]. This shows how effectiveness and
satisfaction aims can be discordant.
Human-based explanations take an alternative approach; here,
the system relies on collaborative filtering to reference similar products: "People who liked X also liked Y." One such example is [13],
in which the system recommends social software items such as
social groups or communities and justifies its choice by showing
the names of people in the group/community, as well as their relationship to the user. This relation could be "familiar" if the user was
friends with the person, or "similar" if both shared similar interests. The authors’ experiment shows that when these people were
"familiar," users were more satisfied with the recommendations.
Human-based explanations can be merged with feature-based
explanations by combining existing reviews with users’ preferences
[7, 14] to generate explanations: "You might want to watch X because Bob says that the storyline is amazing and I know that you
are highly interested in plot. Here is his review: (...)." This approach
thus uses third-party opinions to justify choices. However, reviews
are sometimes extremely long, making them difficult to integrate
when conversing with a user.
As recently demonstrated by [17], researchers would benefit
from taking a more human-centered approach for the design of
their recommendation systems, i.e., building systems able to express
their "own" opinions. The authors’ recommendation system, which
used social conversational strategies such as self-disclosures and
reciprocity in its recommendation process, significantly increased
users’ satisfaction and intention to seek future recommendations.

RQ-1: What are the types of social conversational strategies that humans use when they describe a movie they watched
to someone?
RQ-2: Do social explanations used by a conversational recommendation agent to justify its recommendations influence the perceived quality of both the recommendations and
the interaction?

3

MODEL OF EXPLANATIONS

To answer RQ-1 and analyze the different strategies humans use
when discussing movies, our first step was to find a corpus appropriate for our eventual goal of a conversational agent, i.e., a corpus of
human-human spontaneous dyadic discussions about movies [27].
The Switchboard corpus [10] contains 2430 spontaneous dyadic
conversations held over the phone. Around 500 American English speakers of both genders were recorded, totaling 240 hours of
speech. Each speaker was prompted with a specific topic (out of
70 different ones) to discuss and instructed to hang up whenever
they wanted. The maximum duration of the interactions was 10
minutes.

3.1

Data Annotation

For our purpose, we focused on the subpart of the Switchboard
corpus that was dedicated to movie discussions; here, each user was
prompted to "find out what the other caller thought about the last
few movies they saw" and to talk about the movies they’ve seen
lately. This subpart is comprised of 32 interactions (64 speakers). To
annotate them, we isolated chunks of dialogue that pertained to a
specific movie (totaling over 250 movie chunks), then classified the
explanations within these movie chunks along different categories
and subcategories. We developed a coding manual detailing each
subcategory and used this manual to train two different annotators.
The annotators were asked to separately annotate the same
subset of the corpus (25 movie chunks), labeling each utterance of
the chunks with at most one of the subcategories from the coding
manual. After each annotation round, we calculated Inter-Rater
Reliability scores. If the agreement was too low (Cohen’s κ < 0.7), we
discussed agreements and disagreements with the two annotators,
adapted our coding manual accordingly, and underwent another
round of annotation using 25 new movie chunks. Once we reached
acceptable agreement (Cohen’s κ > 0.7) for each of the subcategories,
each annotator labeled the utterances for one half of the entire
corpus (126 movie chunks per annotator).

3.2

Explanation Categories

In the end, we clustered the annotated explanations into four categories (see Table 1 for examples):
Movie Features. These are similar to the feature-based explanations in [22]. The five subcategories are: the cast of the movie (either
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Movie Feature

Third-Party Opinion

Personal Opinion

Personal Experience
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Subcategory

Example

Cast [MF_C] (4%)
Genre [MF_G] (9%)
Plot [MF_P] (17%)
Award [MF_A] (2%)
Other [MF_O] (5%)

Julia Roberts has the lead role in the movie.
It’s sort of a suspense and thriller movie.
It’s about this boy who is left alone in his house and he sets traps for robbers trying to break in.
It was last year’s number one movie at the box office.
It’s a sequel.

Broad [TPO_B] (4%)
Specific [TPO_S] (3%)

A lot of people said it was really good.
My friend watched that movie last night and said it was hilarious!

Positive [PO_POS] (20%)
Analytic [PO_ANA] (12%)
Structured [PO_SO] (7%)

I was really impressed with it.
I think it says a lot about the effects of technology on relationships.
The plot was pretty bad in my opinion, but the actors had a great chemistry.

Anecdote [PE_A] (3%)
Logistics [PE_L] (9%)
Comparison [PE_C] (5%)

My friend and I kept talking during the movie because we couldn’t believe what was happening.
I watched the Blu-Ray with my colleagues.
That movie reminds me of The Dead Poets Society. They have the same themes.

Table 1: Categories and subcategories of social explanations with their associated probability to follow a recommendation.

actor or director), the genres, the plot, the awards won so far, and
other features (e.g., duration, location).

which is consistent with the work on topic shifting presented in
[29]. People also used movie features in a negative way to contrast
with their positive opinion about a specific movie (e.g., "I don’t like
Stephen King, but Misery is an excellent movie!"). As described in
[3], negative framing makes arguments more convincing.
Logistics explanations and anecdotes were almost always paired
with one or more personal opinions. As described in [20], interactional remembering signals the transition from a balanced turntaking mode to a more narrative, one-sided mode.

Third-Party Opinions. These are similar to the human-based explanations in [22] and can be either broad ("People said that (...)")
or specific ("My uncle Bob told me that (...)").
Personal Opinions. We found three different subcategories: positive (i.e., positively valenced opinions); analytic, which regroups
neutral interpretations such as, "I think they could have made the
movie more realistic."; and structured, which represents explanations expressing more than one valenced opinion ("The plot was
very bad, but the actors had a great chemistry").

4

CONVERSATIONAL AGENT
ARCHITECTURE

Personal Experience. These experiences can be a specific comparison with another movie, similar to item-based explanations [22];
an anecdote linked to the movie; or a logistics explanation, which is
formed based on "how" people watched the movie ("I rented it" or
"I watched that one with a friend in theaters").

We next investigated how a conversational agent that justifies its
recommendations via social strategies would be perceived by its
users. To do so, we built and deployed the conversational agent
depicted in Fig.1. We detail below the different components of
our architecture and describe the typical communication flow that
occurs during one interaction turn.

3.3

Front-End. Our user interface runs on Unity Web Player. SARA,
our animated virtual character, is displayed on the right of the interface, with voice generated by the Chrome Text-To-Speech (TTS)
plugin. When our system recommends a movie, a corresponding
poster is displayed on the left of the screen. To talk to our agent,
users push a button displayed at the bottom of the interface. This
push-to-talk button has three states: available (the user can push
it to start talking), processing (the button has been pushed and the
system is processing the user’s speech), and busy (the user cannot
press the button because the agent is not done speaking). Speech
is processed by the Chrome Speech-to-Text (ASR) plugin and the
textual transcriptions are then sent to our Multiuser Framework,
a middleware in charge of handling simultaneous sessions and
managing the communication between our backend modules.

Discussion

When discussing favored movies, people tend to speak personally; our analyses show that more than half of the explanations
involved either personal opinions (39%) or personal experiences
(17%). Although humans commonly search for online reviews when
independently seeking recommendations, speakers in the corpus
rarely used third-party opinions to justify their choices (only 7% of
the overall explanations). The positive opinions were either broad
(e.g., "It was a fun movie to watch") or targeted specific elements
(e.g., "The characters played well off one another"). People used
two-sided strategies such as structured opinion to highlight that
both negative and positive aspects of the movie were considered.
Such a technique is known to improve persuasiveness [26].
The movie features cast and genre, as well as comparisons were
used in two different ways. People used them as transitions between two movies, initiating a recommendation via a feature (e.g.,
"Speaking of violent movies, I’d recommend Pulp Fiction (...)"). Using
similarities as a means of transitioning ensures dialogue coherence,

Natural Language Understanding. The first component triggered
is the natural language understanding (NLU) module, which extracts intentions and entities from users’ utterances. Our NLU
module leverages two different NLP libraries. Sempre [2] allows
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Figure 1: Architecture of our conversational recommendation agent, with recommendation-only items preceded by brackets.
us to classify utterances among eleven different intentions, using
a model that was trained with examples from the Switchboard
dataset, as well as datasets from previous experiments. The Stanford CoreNLP library [18] allows us to parse entities; we developed
a fuzzy matching technique to map these named entities to a list of
actors/directors/genres extracted from the Internet Movie Database
(IMDb) 1 . For example, our NLU’s output for the sentence, "I kind
of like Tom Cruise" is Inform(actor="tom$\_$cruise").

to use when recommending the movie. Based on the experimental
condition (see section 5.1), the content planner first decides whether
to generate an explanation or to simply provide the movie title. If
the former is true, it next decides whether to use the feature-based
explanation generated by the recommendation engine or to pick a
social explanation from our computational model.
For all social explanations, the content planner relies on a probabilistic model to select the specific subcategory (see Table 1). For
instance, our agent has a 20% of chance of generating a positive
personal opinion [PO_POS] (p(PO_POS) = .2), but will generate a
comparison [PE_C] only 5% of the time (p(PE_C) = .05). The content planner also uses the model to determine a second, subsequent
explanation, based on conditional probabilities from our annotated
corpus (e.g., there is a p(PO_POS |PE_L) = .01 = 1% chance that a
logistics explanation [PE_L] will be followed by a positive opinion
[PO_POS]).

Dialog Management. Our dialog manager (DM) is designed as
a finite state machine that takes the user intent and entity from
the NLU as inputs; it then uses these to transition to each new
state based on the current state of the dialog and a set of rules (see
section 5.1 for an overview of the scenario). The DM stores the
user’s recognized entities in the user frame, which also stores two
different lists of movies that were liked and disliked, respectively,
by the user during the interaction.
Whenever our agent has to deliver a recommendation to its
user, the DM queries the recommendation engine for a movie
matching the information stored in the user frame (preferred actors/directors/genres, liked/disliked movies). The movie recommendation engine [6] then generates a relevant movie using a
knowledge graph and personalized PageRank algorithm. In addition to the title of the movie, the recommendation engine returns a
preference-based explanation in the form of the particular entity
with the biggest weight in the final decision (e.g., "Tom Cruise" for
the movie Oblivion). The DM uses the movie title to query the Open
Movie Database (OMDb) API2 for further details (e.g., synopsis,
movie duration, awards, etc.).

Response Generation. Once explanation types are selected, our
sentence planner constructs a valid utterance expressing all previously determined details, as well the relationship between them.
We followed the approach presented in [28] to generate explanations; each subcategory of explanations (see Table 1) was associated
with a distinct context-free grammar developed from the annotated
Switchboard examples. Examples of generated sentences can be
found in Table 2. The final module to be triggered is BEAT [5],
a nonverbal behavior realizer which adds and synchronizes nonverbal behavior with the utterance to generate a behavior plan in
the Behavior Markup Language (BML) form [16]. The BML file is
then sent to the front-end to animate our virtual character.

Content Planning. All information obtained by the DM (i.e., system intent, movie title, movie explanation, movie details) is sent to
our content planner, which selects the type of explanation (if any)

5

EXPERIMENT

To answer RQ-2, we designed an experiment investigating how
the type of explanations delivered by our agent influenced the perceived quality of both the system and the interaction. We recruited

1 https://www.imdb.com/
2 https://www.omdbapi.com/
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Dialog Phase

Intent name

Sentence

Introduction

greeting()
yes()
intro_task()
yes()
request(last_movie)
inform(last_movie)
request(opinion)
inform(opinion)

Hi! Are you doing well today?
I am doing good how are you
I’m here to help you find a great film to watch. Are you in the mood for one?
always
I’m sure you have great tastes. What was the last movie you watched?
acrimony
What did you like about the film?
it was very dramatic

request(genre)
inform(genre=comedy)
request(director)
inform(director=wes anderson)
request(actor)
no()

Before we move on I’d like to know more about your preferences. Would you mind telling me your favorite genre?
comedy
Do you have a favorite director? I’ve been watching a lot of Steven Spielberg movies lately.
Wes Anderson
Last but not least. Tell me about your favorite actor.
I don’t really have a favorite actor

inform(movie=Goats (2012))
request(actors)
inform(actors=David Duchovny Vera Farmiga ...)
yes()
request(another)
yes()
inform(movie=Barbershop: The Next Cut (2016))
inform(watched=true)
request(opinion)
inform(opinion)
request(another)
yes()
inform(movie=L!fe Happens (2011))
inform(watched=false)
inform(plot)
yes()
request(another)
no()
bye()

How about Goats (2012)? I really enjoyed that one [PO_POS].
who’s in it
The leading actors are David Duchovny, Vera Farmiga, Graham Phillips
that sounds interesting
Would you like another recommendation?
yes I would
How about Barbershop: The Next Cut (2016)? My friends and I saw it in theaters [PE_L]. It had a thoughtful message [PO_ANA].
I’ve actually seen this movie before and it’s very good
I’m curious to hear what you thought of it!
it was very entertaining and funny
Would you like another recommendation?
yes I would
How about L!fe Happens (2011)? That’s a comedy [MF_G]. Have you seen it before?
I have not
Here is the plot: A comedy centered on two best friends, Kim and Deena, who fight to maintain (...)
that sounds very interesting
Would you like another recommendation?
no I’m good thank you
Feel free to let me know if you ever need a movie recommendation. See you!

Interview

Delivery

Table 2: Textual transcription of a conversation between a user (romanized) and the version of our agent (italicized) implementing our model of social explanations. The subcategories of explanations that our system used during this interaction are
in brackets.

participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk; to ensure the quality of the data collected, all participants had at least a 95% approval
rating with more than 1,000 previous HITs validated.
Participants were first presented with a consent form informing
them about the conditions of the experiment. Those who agreed to
partake in the study were then presented with a short description of
the task and information on how to interact with our conversational
agent, SARA; they were then introduced to the scenario, which provided the context of the interaction (i.e., the participant is hosting
a movie night with friends and looking for a movie to watch). Each
participant was randomly assigned to a group according to the different independent variables and interacted with SARA following
the scenario in section 5.1. Once they finished their interactions,
participants took two surveys that evaluated the quality of the conversational agent and the quality of the interaction, respectively.
The maximum task duration was set to 20 minutes. Participants
received a compensation of $0.80 after they completed the surveys.

5.1

recommends a movie along with any explanations that the content
planner may have selected. From there, one of the following occurs:
(1) If the user accepts the recommendation, the system updates
the user frame accordingly and asks whether the user would
like another movie title. If the user declines, the agent says
goodbye and the interaction ends.
(2) If the user rejects the recommendation, the agent updates the
user frame accordingly, then requests the reason behind the
rejection before asking whether the user would like another
movie title.
(3) If the user has already watched the movie, the agent requests
their opinion of it before asking whether the user would like
another movie title.
(4) If the user requests additional information (e.g., the movie’s
cast, genre, or plot), the system provides that information
accordingly.
We identified two between-subject independent variables. The
first is the recommendation type, Rec-Type, which has two levels: random recommendations (rand-rec), where the system does
not store any of the user’s preferences and thus delivers random
recommendations; and personalized recommendations (pers-rec),
where the personal assistant delivers tailored recommendations
based on the stored user preferences. We sought to investigate how
participants would react to our model of social explanations regardless of the intrinsic quality of the recommendation itself. The
second between-subject variable is the type of explanations, ExplType, which is how the agent justifies each of its recommendations.

Stimuli

The interaction scenario is designed to follow the traditional interview/delivery structure proposed by [35] with an additional
introductory phase (see Table 2). In this introductory phase, our
agent first greets the user before introducing itself. It then asks the
user for the last movie they watched and their opinion of it. The
interview phase is comprised of a sequence of three questions that
gather relevant preferences: the user’s preferred genre, director,
and actor (always in that order). In the delivery phase, the agent
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6

This has three levels: the no-explanation condition (no-expl); the
preference-based explanations (pref-expl) condition, where the system uses the feature-based explanation obtained by the DM; and
the social explanations condition (soc-expl), where the system uses
the social explanation selected by the content planner.

6.1
5.2

Quality of the conversational agent

We conducted a 2x3 factorial MANOVA (i.e., multivariate analysis of
variance) with Rec-Type and Expl-Type as between-subject factors.
The dependent measures were the eight questions presented in
Table 3. The factorial MANOVA revealed two overall significant
main effects of Rec-Type (F(1, 54) = 6.3535; p < 0.0001; Wilk’s λ =
0.48) and Expl-Type (F(2, 54) = 2.5508; p < 0.005; Wilk’s λ2 = 0.49)
on the perceived quality of the conversational agent. Both H1-a
and H1-b are validated. The interaction between the two variables
was not significant (F(2; 54) = 0.689; p = 0.80; Wilk’s λ = 0.80).
Our follow-up analysis looked at univariate effects for each dependent measure with two-way ANOVAs and followed up with a
post-hoc analysis when necessary. In Table 3, we report a summary
of all means and standard errors (in parentheses) for the eight dependent variables. The differences between the means are marked
according to their level of significance (* for p < 0.05, ** for p < 0.005
and *** for p < 0.001). We give more details about the follow-up
analyses and discuss the results in the sections below.

Measurements

Participants were asked to answer two different questionnaires for
this experiment: one measuring perceived quality of the conversational agent and the other measuring perceived quality of the
overall interaction. For the former, we adapted the questionnaire
used in [8]; this encompasses multiple aspects of a recommendation
system’s task performance and thus helped us analyze the potential
trade-offs between the various independent variable conditions.
The eight different items we used to measure task performance are
listed in Table 3.
For the quality of the interaction, we relied on rapport [31], a
notion commonly used in the domain of human-agent interactions
to evaluate whether people are in sync with the system they are interacting with [11, 39]. The eight different items we used to measure
rapport are listed in Table 4.
All answers for both questionnaires were on a 5-point Likert
scale (anchors: 1 = completely disagree, 5 = completely agree).

5.3

RESULTS

We collected 60 interactions, with 10 per condition. Our conversational agent recommended 140 movies in total, with an average of
2.33 recommendations per interaction (std = 1.5).

6.1.1 Rec-Type vs. quality of the conversational agent. The type of
recommendations delivered by the agent had a significant impact
on the perceived quality of the system. Indeed, the results of the
independent two-way ANOVAs showed a significant main effect of
Rec-Type on all the dependent variables except for the perceived
usefulness: decision confidence (F(1, 54) = 48.672; p < 0.001; η 2 =
0.44), user control (F(1, 54) = 6.360; p < 0.05; η 2 = 0.09), intention
to return (F(1, 54) = 9.371; p < 0.005; η 2 = 0.14), perceived effort
(F(1, 54) = 17.184; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.22), intention to watch (F(1, 54)
= 28.767; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.33), recommendation quality (F(1, 54) =
37.839; p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.35), and transparency (F(1, 54) = 4.382; p <
0.05; η 2 = 0.06).
For all the questionnaire items, the agent was rated with higher
scores when delivering personalized recommendations (pers-rec)
than when delivering random ones (rand-rec).

Hypotheses

We hypothesized the following:
• H1-a: The type of recommendation (Rec-Type) delivered
by the conversational agent will have a main effect on the
agent’s perceived quality. More specifically, the quality of the
agent when delivering random recommendations (rand-rec)
will be perceived as lower than the quality when delivering
personalized recommendations (pers-rec).
• H1-b: The type of explanations (Expl-Type) used by the
conversational agent will have a main effect on the agent’s
perceived quality. More specifically, the quality of the agent
when using social explanations (soc-expl) will be perceived
as higher than the quality when using preference-based explanations (pref-expl), which will in turn be perceived as
higher than the quality when using no explanations at all
(no-expl).
• H2-a: The type of recommendation (Rec-Type) delivered
by the conversational agent will have a main effect on the
perceived quality of the interaction. More specifically, the interactions with random recommendations (rand-rec) will be
perceived as worse than the interactions with personalized
recommendations (pers-rec).
• H2-b: The type of explanations (Expl-Type) used by the
conversational agent will have a main effect on the perceived
quality of the interaction. More specifically, interactions with
social explanations (soc-expl) will be perceived as better than
interactions with preference-based explanations (pref-expl),
which will in turn be perceived as better than the interactions
with no explanations at all (no-expl).

6.1.2 Expl-Type vs. quality of the conversational agent. The results
of the independent two-way ANOVAs showed a significant main
effect of Expl-Type on four of the dependent variables: decision
confidence (F(2, 54) = 3.474; p < 0.05; η 2 = 0.06), recommendation
quality (F(2, 54) = 7.703; p < 0.005; η 2 = 0.14), perceived usefulness
(F(2, 54) = 6.677; p < 0.005; η 2 = 0.19), and transparency:(F(2, 54) =
4.355; p < 0.05; η 2 = 0.12)
The results of the post-hoc analyses (after Bonferroni correction) show that the agent was rated with a significantly higher
score in decision confidence (p < 0.05) when using our model of
social explanations (soc-expl) than when using preference-based
explanations (pref-rec), and with a significantly higher score in
recommendation quality (p < 0.005) and perceived usefulness (p <
0.005) compared to the two other levels of explanations (pref-expl
and no-expl). The agent was rated with a significantly higher score
(p < 0.05) when using preference-based explanations than when
delivering recommendations without any explanation.
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Rec-Type
Dimensions

Subjective items

Decision Confidence
User Control
Intention to Return
Perceived Effort
Intention to Watch
Recommendation Quality
Perceived Usefulness
Transparency

The movies recommended to me during this interaction matched my interests.
SARA allowed me to specify and change my preferences during the interaction.
I would use SARA to get movie recommendations in the future.
I easily found the movies I was looking for.
I would watch the movies recommended to me, given the opportunity.
I was satisfied with the movies recommended to me.
SARA provided sufficient details about the movies recommended.
SARA explained her reasoning behind the recommendations.

Expl-Type

rand-rec

pers-rec

no-expl

pref-expl

soc-expl

2.07(±.90)∗∗∗
3.23(±1.05)∗
2.47(±1.34)∗∗
2.10(±1.04)∗∗∗
2.53(±1.22)∗∗∗
2.33(±1.05)∗∗∗
2.97(±1.14)
2.67(±1.37)∗

3.80(±.77)∗∗∗
3.90(±.64)∗
3.50(±1.03)∗∗
3.33(±1.01)∗∗∗
3.07(±.53)∗∗∗
3.93(±.57)∗∗∗
3.40(±1.01)
3.40(±1.24)∗

2.90(±.97)
3.5(±.89)
2.75(±1.06)
2.40(±.87)
3.20(±.88)
2.85(±.82)∗∗
2.80(±1.15)∗∗
2.35(±1.34)∗

2.55(±.88)∗
3.2(±1.21)
2.65(±1.27)
2.55(±1.19)
3.05(±1.06)
2.70(±.91)∗∗
2.80(±.98)∗∗
3.60(±1.25)∗

3.35(±.83)∗
4.0(±.71)
3.55(±1.35)
3.20(±1.19)
3.65(±1.02)
3.85(±.97)∗∗
3.95(±1.11)∗∗
3.15(±1.25)

Table 3: Subjective questionnaire adapted from [8] to measure users’ perceived quality of the system.
.
Rec-Type
Dimensions

Subjective items

Coordination

I felt I was in sync with SARA.
I was able to say everything I wanted to say during the interaction.

Mutual Attentiveness

SARA was interested in what I was saying.
SARA was respectful to me and considered to my concerns.

Positivity
Rapport

Expl-Type

rand-rec

pers-rec

no-expl

pref-expl

soc-expl

2.23(±.97)∗∗
3.13(±1.22)∗

3.13(±1.04)∗∗
3.77(±1.00)∗

2.25(±.85)∗
3.05(±1.28)

2.60(±1.20)
3.70(±1.01)

3.20(±1.09)∗
3.60(±1.03)

2.97(±1.14)∗
3.30(±1.06)∗∗∗

3.70(±.66)∗
4.13(±.60)∗∗∗

3.35(±.98)
3.60(±.80)

2.80(±1.07)∗
3.50(±.82)

3.85(±.93)∗
4.50(±.89)

SARA was warm and caring.
SARA was friendly to me.

3.10(±1.16)
4.10(±.74)

3.47(±.89)
4.20(±.62)

3.00(±.91)
3.95(±.80)

3.25(±1.26)
4.15(±.66)

3.60(±1.12)
4.35(±.67)

SARA and I established rapport.
I felt I had no connection with SARA.

2.67(±1.10)∗
3.50(±1.09)

3.27(±.80)∗
2.90(±1.24)

2.75(±.86)
3.50(±.86)

2.75(±1.28)
3.25(±1.39)

3.40(±1.03)
2.85(±1.33)

Table 4: Subjective questionnaire adapted from [39] to measure users’ perceived quality of the interaction.

6.1.3 Discussion. As hypothesized, the type of recommendation
had a significant impact on the perceived quality of the conversational agent. Participants were more satisfied with the agent
when it delivered personalized recommendations matching their
preferences, regardless of the type of explanation that was used.
Although the preference-based explanations helped participants
better understand the reasoning behind the agent’s recommendation, our model of social explanations helped them learn more
details about the recommendation. One solution for solving this
trade-off would be to combine these two types of explanations.
Indeed, as noted in section 3.3, we noticed that humans often use
feature-based explanations to link two successive recommendations
before delivering more details on the current one (e.g., "Speaking
of Tom Cruise movies, what about Edge of Tomorrow? I found it
exceptionally well-made in every aspect, intriguing, exciting and
even funny in the right way"). An alternative solution for the agent
would be to frame its explanation negatively (e.g., "I don’t like Tom
Cruise, but I found Edge of Tomorrow exceptionally well-made in
every aspect, intriguing, exciting and even funny in the right way").
However, expressing a disagreement towards one of the user’s
preferences might be harmful.
Unlike [17], we did not find any evidence that social explanations
would increase users’ intentions to return. However, participants
who received social explanations were more satisfied with the recommendations and believed these recommendations better matched
their preferences. These results show that a conversational agent
able to give its "own" opinions and refer to its personal experiences
is perceived as more convincing.

2.3955; p < 0.05; Wilk’s λ = 0.71) and Expl-Type (F(2, 54) = 1.9608; p
< 0.05; Wilk’s λ2 = 0.56) on the perceived quality of the interaction.
Both H2-a and H2-b are validated. The interaction between the two
variables was not significant (F(2; 54) = 1.2524; p = 0.24; Wilk’s λ =
0.68).
Similar to the previous section, we performed a follow-up analysis that looked at univariate effects for each dependent measure
with two-way ANOVAs and followed with a post-hoc analysis when
necessary. In Table 4, we report a summary of all means and standard errors (in parentheses) for the eight dependent variables. The
differences between the means are marked according to their level
of significance (* for p < 0.05, ** for p < 0.005 and *** for p < 0.001).
We give more details about the follow-up analyses and discuss the
results in the sections below.

6.2

6.2.2 Expl-Type vs. quality of the interaction. The results of the
independent two-way ANOVAs showed a significant main effect
of Expl-Type on two dependent variables: one item measuring
coordination ("I felt I was in sync with SARA" (F(2, 54) = 3.474; p <
0.05; η 2 = 0.10)) and one measuring mutual attentiveness ("SARA

6.2.1 Rec-Type vs. quality of the interaction. The results of the
independent two-way ANOVAs showed a significant main effect
of Rec-Type on five dependent variables: the two items measuring
coordination ("I felt I was in sync with SARA" (F(1, 54) = 9.663; p <
0.005; η 2 = 0.13) and "I was able to say everything I wanted during
the interaction" (F(1, 54) = 4.292; p < 0.05; η 2 = 0.07)), the two items
measuring mutual attentiveness ("SARA was interested in what I
was saying" (F(1, 54) = 6.892; p < 0.05; η 2 = 0.10) and "SARA was
respectful to me and considered to my concerns" (F(1, 54) = 12.255;
p < 0.001; η 2 = 0.17)), and one item measuring rapport ("SARA and
I established rapport" (F(1, 54) = 4.154; p < 0.05; η 2 = 0.06)).
In all these cases, the agent was rated with higher scores when
delivering personalized recommendations (pers-rec) than when delivering random ones (rand-rec).

Quality of the interaction

We conducted a 2x3 factorial MANOVA with Rec-Type and ExplType as between-subjects factors. The dependent measures were
the eight questions presented in Table 4. The factorial MANOVA
revealed two overall significant main effects of Rec-Type (F(1, 54) =
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was interested in what I was saying" (F(2, 54) = 4.714; p < 0.05; η 2 =
0.13)).
The results of the post-hoc analyses (after Bonferroni correction) show that the agent was rated with a significantly higher
score in the coordination item (p < 0.05) when using our model of
social explanations (soc-expl) compared to when using no explanation (no-rec), and with a significantly higher score in the mutual
attentiveness item (p < 0.005) compared to the pref-expl condition.

Another way to improve the perceived quality of the system
and/or interaction would be to optimize the interview phase as
suggested by [15]. Although almost all of the participants had a
preferred movie genre, only a few specified a favorite director.
Soliciting too many specific preferences could be stress-inducing,
and participants might consequently overthink their responses.
Moreover, as described in [23], a conversational recommendation
system using sentences that are too-long (compared to the user’s
utterances) will decrease the quality of the interaction, and the
recommendations are less likely to be approved. We thus seek
to extend our sentence planner such that it can adapt the length
of its explanations based on the length of the user’s sentences;
this improved means of generation will likely result in "better"
recommendations.

6.2.3 Discussion. Participants preferred interacting with a conversational agent delivering personalized recommendations. This
result matches with the findings from [12], which explains that
while the interview phase might help find more relevant items for
users, the additional questioning might lead to disappointment if
the recommendation does not meet the user’s expectations. This
also shows that in a recommendation context, a conversational
agent’s task-performance influences rapport through enhanced coordination and mutual attentiveness, regardless of the explanations
it uses.
Regarding the explanations, participants felt they were more
in sync with a conversational agent using social explanations and
considered the agent as more interested in what participants were
saying. This can be linked to the computational model of rapport
proposed in [38]: disclosing topic related personal information
improves both mutual attentiveness and coordination. This is also
consistent with our above results showing that participants who
received social explanations found their recommendations to be
more relevant; participants felt that the conversational agent was
more interested in what they were saying, which resulted in a
better-informed recommendation.
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ANNOTATION EXAMPLES

(a) Annotation Example 1
Speaker
A
B
A

Sentence

Annotation

So we went to see SOAPDISH and...
Was it good?
Oh, hysterical.
We laughed so hard, it was just, you couldn’t
hear half the dialogue because everyone in
the audience was laughing.

[PO_POS]
[PE_A]

(b) Annotation Example 2
Speaker
A
B
A

Sentence

Annotation

Have you seen the movie CLASS ACTION
with Gene Hackman?
No, I haven’t yet.
I saw it this weekend
and it is, uh, to me an outstanding movie.
I thoroughly enjoyed it.
He is, uh, an attorney and his daughter is
an attorney and she has a suit against his
company.

[MF_C]

[PE_L]
[PO_POS]
[PO_POS]
[MF_P]

(c) Annotation Example 3
Speaker
A

Sentence

Annotation

DANCES WITH WOLVES did not seem to
have anything added. It was just a legitimate
kind of film.
And that is the reason why I suppose it won
so many Oscars,
because it really was good even though it is
such a long movie.
You know, they said, "Oh, people won’t be
interested in a three hours movie." But it certainly gotten good acclaim everywhere it has
gone.

[PO_ANA]

[MF_A]
[PO_SO]
[TPO_B]

Figure 2: Three annotated movie chunks from the corpus.
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